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How does the sponsor define success?

What feelings are we creating through 

the process?

What do sponsors value most?

Where do sponsors get confused?

What do sponsors wish we could do for 

them?

Engagement & Insights PanelContinuous Learning

Building the Best Experience
REQUIRES INFINITE “CUSTOMER CURIOSITY”

Website Feature 

Preferences

Child Progress 

Report

Why 

sponsorship?

Community 

Information

Impact of 

Sponsorship



3What is a Market Research Panel?

A market research panel is a by invitation only group who share similar characteristics, and have agreed to provide feedback 

about products, sales and the competition; these elements work together to create impactful insights for the organization. 

Closed  Group Shared Characteristics Opt-In Sizeable Individuated

(ChidlFund Advisory Network CAN) in Context

Insights

By invitation only; 

ChildFund identifies 

specific sponsors to invite 

to the panel

Active sponsors 18+ must 

agree to the panel’s 

terms in order to become 

a panelist

CAN includes 813 

panelists in total

Sponsors do not interact 

with one another; 

feedback  about 

ChildFund issues is 

primarily gathered 

through surveys

Panelists were screened 

to ensure they meet 

specific screening criteria 

such as age and active 

child sponsorship through 

ChildFund

CHILDFUND ADVISORY NETWORK
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84%

Satisfaction

(T3B%)

84%

Recommendation Intent

(T3B%)

76%

Sponsorship Intent

(T3B%) 

CORE Metrics Summary

ChildFund Sponsors have a positive experience with ChildFund and are very satisfied. They 

are highly likely to recommend and to sponsor another child through ChildFund. 

Base: n=(813)

S6 Overall, how satisfied are you with the experience of sponsoring a child through ChildFund? (10 pt scale)

S7 How likely are you to recommend ChildFund International to a friend or colleague? (10 pt scale)

S17 How likely are you to sponsor another child which ChildFund once your current child completes the program? (10 pt scale)
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Collage Builder Image Choices

People 51%
“As a ChildFund International Sponsor, I feel like a Giving Tree with my hands 

extended farther than I ever believed they could stretch!”

Nature 36%

“The tree with roots represents the foundation that I am trying to build with my 

child.  I hope to help encourage her to put her roots deep in her faith and 

encourage her to grow. “

Activities 32%
“The classroom is a chance for a child to receive and education, a chance for 

them to have a little more than others in their region.”

Animals 31%
“The eagle shows freedom, in which my financial support gives to my 

sponsored child.”

Objects 15% “The lifesaver in the air represents the anchor we want to be for our child.”

Architecture 17%
“The bridge shows the extension of us to others in the world who benefit from 

our sponsorship.”

Machines 8% “The computer is a wonderful way to correspond with the sponsored children.”

91%

89%

84%

72%

62%

38%

23%

Base: n=(133)

A1 Now we would like you to select from the various categories and images to create a collage that expresses the overall experience of being a ChildFund International Sponsor and what it means to you. 

A3 Please help us understand why you chose the pictures you did. Rather than describing the pictures themselves, try to discuss how the pictures make you feel and why you chose them to represent how you feel about the overall 

experience of being a ChildFund International Sponsor and what it means to you. 
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Community Information

Mad Libs Activity Results

What do you know about the 

country and community of your 

sponsored child? What do you want 

to know?
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Importance of the country where the child lived…
One-quarter (24%) say the country where the child lived was extremely or very important to them because of 

some prior connection.  The remaining sponsors just wanted to help make a difference regardless of the country.

24%
Extremely/Very Important

18%
Somewhat Important 

59%
Not too/Not at all Important

Among these sponsors, 21% have 

travelled to the country of their 

sponsored child.

43% intend to travel in the future.

Some of the reasons why the country of 

the sponsored child is important include:

✓ Pre-existing preference for the 

country (country of origin or 

known by association)

✓ Country should be safe to 

travel to 

✓ Concern for translation of 

letters

Among these sponsors, 16% have travelled to the country of their sponsored 

child.

13% intend to travel in the future.

Most sponsors just want to help. The country didn’t matter as much to them. 

Some of the other influencing factors include: 

✓ Age

✓ Gender 

✓ Religion 

✓ Photo connection 
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Child Progress Report

Survey Results

What do you value 

most in hearing about 

progress of your 

sponsored child?
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Child Progress Report Findings

Sponsors (74%) are able to recall 

receiving one in the past year. 

Sponsors also place high importance 

(94%) on receiving the CPR annually

Receiving it makes them feel good about 

ChildFund International (86%).

An overwhelming majority of the Sponsors 

(97%) read it on the same day of receipt 

indicating that it is of significant interest 

(86% read it in detail). 

Child Progress Report awareness and 

importance are both high

Overall, both reports are appealing but 

Sponsors strongly prefer the Kenya report 

(74%) over the Honduras report (26%). 

The Kenya report includes more 

photographs of the child thus helping them 

get to know their child better. It also 

includes a handwritten note, which makes 

this report more “personal” and intimate”.

• However, nearly two thirds also say that it 

would be ok to receive a completely typed 

CPR if that reduced costs of preparation.

Graphics and bright colors in the Honduras 

report are appealing but not enough to 

garner strong preference.

The handwritten Kenya report with 

more photos is preferred

Photos of the child, education information 

and a short handwritten message from the 

child are the top three most interesting 

topics within a Child Progress Report. 

Sponsors want more photos of their 

child(ren)
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Base: Total (n=142)

Q1. Below are some other different types of communications that you may or may not receive from ChildFund International each year about your sponsored 

child. Which of these do you recall receiving in the past year? | Below is an example of a Child Progress Report.  Do you recall receiving a report like this 

about your sponsored child in the past year? | Q3. Which of the following best describes what you did with the Child Progress Report when you received it in 

the mail? 

Awareness of CPR is high among Sponsors. Almost all of the Sponsors read the report on the 

same day of receipt indicating a strong interest in it. 

76%

74%

74%

66%

34%

31%

4%

Child letter that is a direct reply to 

something that you sent

Child Progress Report to provide an annual update 

on the child that you sponsor

Thank you letter from child for something that you 

sent (e.g. cash gift for birthday, Christmas or other 

occasion)

Child letter that is initiated by the child 

(i.e. NOT a direct reply to something that you sent)

Update about the community where your child lives

Holiday card with a photo

Something else

CPR Awareness % of Sponsors  that read CPR on the 

same day of receipt
65% recall the CPR 

without any visual aid

97%*
Read it same 

day of receipt 

(NET)

• 86% read it in 

detail 

• 11% read quickly/ 

glanced through it

• 0% read only the 

parts they thought 

were important

* Only 3% saved it to read it 

later
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Kenya Report – HighlighterSM

Base: Kenya (n=106)

Q11. Please highlight the parts of this Child Progress Report that you find appealing and those you find unappealing. | Q12. What is it about the selection(s) 

below that you specifically find appealing? | Q13. What is it about the selection(s) below that you specifically find unappealing?

70%+ Clicked as Appealing 5%+ Clicked as Unappealing

7%
79%

75%

75%

72%

79%

75%

82%

74%

81%

78%

All photos and information about the child are the most appealing aspects of the Kenya report. Information that 

appears to be generic is not appealing. 

6%
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Honduras Report – HighlighterSM

Base: Honduras (n=104)

Q11. Please highlight the parts of this Child Progress Report that you find appealing and those you find unappealing. | Q12. What is it about the selection(s) 

below that you specifically find appealing? | Q13. What is it about the selection(s) below that you specifically find unappealing?

30%+ Clicked as Appealing 10%+ Clicked as Unappealing

Similar to the Kenya report, photos and information about the child is most appealing in the Honduras report. 

as well. . 

57%

57%

13%

16%

13%

36%; 13%

15%

11%

11%

11%

84%

55%; 11%

78%
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Interest in Types of Communications Received
Overall interest is strong across all communication types. However, when forced to choose, Sponsors place 

priority on the CPR and letters that are initiated by the child. An update on the child’s community and holiday 

cards are least interesting. 

Base: Total (n=132)

Q28. How interested are you in receiving each of these types of communications from ChildFund International each year about your sponsored child? (T2B% 

on a 5pt scale) | Q29. What one type of communication are you most and least interested in receiving from ChildFund International each year?  

Overall interest in Types of Communication 
(Extremely/Somewhat)

Child Progress Report to provide an annual update on the 

child that you sponsor

Child letter that is a direct reply to something that you sent

Child letter that is initiated by the child (i.e. NOT a direct 

reply to something that you sent)

Update about the community where your child lives

Thank you letter from child for something that you sent 

(e.g. cash gift for birthday, Christmas or other occasion)

Holiday card with a photo

Most Interesting Least Interesting

40% 3%

15% 7%

35% 6%

2% 36%

4% 18%

5% 30%

97%

95%

92%

92%

86%

83%
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Impact Flash Poll

Activity Results

What is the impact of 

your sponsorship?
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Sponsorship Impact
Nearly 50% of the Sponsors predict that 5 lives are impact for every child that is enrolled for sponsorship. 

Base: Total (n=121)

For every child that is enrolled for sponsorship through ChildFund International, how many lives do you 

think are impacted?

Number of lives impacted

1 3%

2 2%

5 47%

19 26%

37 11%

69 11%
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Website Features

Activity Results

What will help you 

most in using our 

website?
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Website
As seen in the preliminary results, Sponsors are looking for a simple/easy way to connect – the most important website features 

are correspondence features, videos, and an easy log-in process (i.e. make it easy for sponsor to do these things)

Base: Total (n=124)

Q1. We are working on making updates to the ChildFund International website and would like your feedback on the features you’d 

most like to have available when you log into your account on the website. 

Features Would Like To Have Available 

On Website

Write/correspond with my sponsored child(ren)

Easy login

See videos and learn more about my sponsored child(ren)’s 

community

Schedule a direct cash gift to my sponsored child(ren)

Update my contact and communication preferences

Create a card online for my sponsored child(ren)

Update my payment information

Exchange videos with my sponsored child(ren)

Schedule my sponsorship donation

View printable statements

Make plans to visit my sponsored child(ren)

Create an online scrapbook of my sponsorship(s)

Chat online with a sponsorship expert

69%

44%

24%

28%

19%

14%

26%

13%

21%

13%

4%

6%

6%

94%

76%

70%

60%

58%

53%

52%

50%

48%

37%

24%

23%

20%

% Extremely Important

% Extremely / Very Important



19Messaging elements in flight

Our January activity is around e-communications to sponsors (particularly for fundraising) and what 

design and messaging elements are most engaging. We’re starting to learn through experimentation 

already via FaceBook appeals and will add to this understanding. 

Increased volume of engagement with children being active, especially when accompanied by a 
parent (audience responds positively and more likely to donate when seeing children reading, riding 
a bicycle, eating)
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Takeaways

And what’s next?
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Members of our CAN are among our more engaged 

sponsors – these are the sponsors who want to be 

engaged and who we want to satisfy more 

Photos are important at almost any touchpoint – but 

called out in particular for selection, CPR, updates

The Child Progress Report is the seminal stewardship 

moment that we thought it to be – it’s worth investing 

the resources

Sponsors still do not know enough about the 

community or context of their sponsored child – but 

when the communication is from/about the child, 

community content is perceived as less interesting

Sponsors underestimate the impact their sponsorship 

has on a community

Key Learnings

ChildFund Advisory Network
Lessons So Far

Less engaged sponsors have less of a voice through our 

panel but still contribute to overall satisfaction measures. 

Improvements for our engaged sponsors “raise all boats” but 

don’t yet offer enough insight to control for differentiated 

experiences

CPR design and delivery can better reflect the interests and 

preferences of sponsors. And attempts to move towards 

electronic creation of CPR should be done thoughtfully with 

attention to bringing the sponsor along & showing the 

benefits

Leverage different communications to speak to community 

updates vs. child updates. Use more photos at any 

touchpoint to increase its impact

Focus web development efforts towards those areas that 

matter most

Ramp up messaging around sponsorship impact in both 

acquisition and stewardship channels

Implications
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What’s Next?

CAN Research

✓January – electronic fundraising and 

communications preferences

✓February – DFCs Awareness & Usage

✓March / June – Advocacy topics

✓April – Sponsor Satisfaction survey (WIDE)

✓May – Sponsor intake/annual recruitment

This presentation reviews key learnings over the first 6 months of our Advisory Network. 

We will add to our fact base and understanding of our supporters in the coming months 

through research and benchmarking

Other Research & Benchmarking

✓February – Target Analytics online/offline 

fundraising insights

✓March – Target Analytics sustainer recurring 

insights

✓April – ChildFund Alliance CMC

✓May – Interagency Fundraisers 

benchmarking conference
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What else?

✓Donor segmentation – leveraging demographic cluster 

appended data

✓Retention / cancellation modeling – both initial research into 

key attributes as well as building a risk model

✓Ongoing donor inquiry and complaints analysis – identify 

break points and opportunities to avoid issues

Learning from our panel is one way we collect & leverage data to make a better 

supporter experience. Other ways include…
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Thank You

Discuss:
• What surprises us in what we see here?

• What excites us?

• What is a concern?

• What else would we like to learn from our panel?

• Who else might benefit from this information? 


